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Prince Harry slammed the media
“feeding frenzy” over his relationship
with Meghan in an explosive Netflix

docuseries aired Thursday, also criticising
his family for failing to protect her and his
mother Diana. The royal family has been
braced for the first three episodes of six-
part series “Meghan & Harry”.

The family was largely spared during

the first episodes broadcast, but was still
on the end of accusations of “uncon-
scious” racial bias and that it did not help
Meghan or Diana after her 1992 divorce
from Harry’s father Charles, now king.

“To see another woman in my life who I
love go through this feeding frenzy, that’s
hard,” said Harry. “It is basically the hunter
versus the prey.” “The moment that she
divorced, the moment she left the institu-
tion, then she was by herself,” Harry, 38,
said of his mother, who died in a Paris car
crash in 1997. “Yes, she may well have
been one of most influential, powerful
women in the world, but she was com-
pletely exposed to this.”

Meghan also took aim at the family for
failing to counter negative press reports
about her, saying “it was horrible, but I
continued to hold the line, like say noth-
ing”. Her husband said the family ignored
racist undertones in the reports.

“As far as a lot of the family were con-
cerned, everything that she was being put
through, they’d been put through as well.
So it was almost like a rite of passage,” he
said. “I said the difference here is the race
element.”

Harry went on to claim there was a
“huge level of unconscious bias” within the
family, with the documentary referencing a

racially charged brooch worn by Princess
Michael of Kent to an event that Meghan
attended in 2017.

“The thing with unconscious bias, it is
actually no one’s fault. But once it has
been pointed out, or identified within your-
self you then need to make it right.” Harry
reiterated feeling “ashamed” about being
photographed wearing a Nazi uniform to a
fancy-dress party in 2005, calling it “proba-
bly one of the biggest mistakes of my life”.

‘Explosive’ 
The documentary is lifting the lid on

events that prompted the pair to quit royal
life and move to the United States in 2020.
Several British newspapers said the cou-
ple had declared “war” on the royal family.

The first parts trace the budding love
story, interspersed with personal photo-
graphs and videos of the early courtship,
and their attempts to keep it a secret.

“When I got to meet ‘M’ I was terrified of
her being driven away by the media, the
same media that had driven so many oth-
er people away from me,” said the prince.

“I knew that the only way that this could
possibly work is by keeping it quiet for as
long as possible.” In the first episode,
Harry compares the US television actress
to Diana. “So much of what Meghan is
and how she is, is so similar to my mum.
She has the same compassion. She has
the same empathy. She has the same
confidence. She has this warmth about
her,” he said.

The early episodes also focus on
Harry’s childhood and difficult teen years,
often with paparazzi in tow. He describes
how he found refuge in frequent trips to
Africa, and in an apparent barb at his
blood family, said: “I have a second family
out there, a group of friends that literally
brought me up.”

But the most serious revelations about
royal life and the breakdown of his rela-
tionship with brother Prince William
appear to be saved for the final three
parts, due to be released on December
15. “It’s seriously threatening... the royal
family,” commentator Richard Fitzwilliams
told AFP, branding it “a form of revenge”.
“It could be explosive,” he said, adding:
“It’s very difficult to know what the royal
family can do about it.”

Racism claims 
Netflix showcased the first trailer last

week just as Harry’s brother William made
his first trip to the US as prince of Wales
and heir to the throne, prompting accusa-
tions of sabotage. The timing could barely
have been worse for William after
Buckingham Palace sacked one of his
godmothers as a courtier for using racially
charged language to a black British
woman at a reception.

For some, the incident reinforced
incendiary claims by mixed-race Meghan,
41, that racism within the royal household
was one of the reasons for leaving. The
docuseries airs three months exactly since
the death of Harry’s grandmother Queen
Elizabeth II, and a month before the long-
awaited publication of his memoirs,
“Spare”. — AFP

Royals brace as
‘Harry & Meghan’
airs on Netflix
The first three episodes of a

docuseries on Prince Harry and his
wife Meghan air on Thursday, with

expectations of more damaging claims
about British royal family life. The six-part
fly-on-the-wall documentary, “Harry and
Meghan”, promises to lift the lid on events
that prompted the pair to quit royal life and
move to the United States in 2020.

Trailers aired in the run-up to the much-
hyped Netflix release suggest it will further
deepen the couple’s rift with Harry’s family
since their acrimonious departure dubbed
“Megxit”. One British newspaper said the
royal family were viewing the series as a
“declaration of war” on the back of the con-
tent of promotional clips.

In one, Harry, 38, appears to accuse
some within the royal household of leaking
and planting stories about the couple in the
British press, calling it “a dirty game”. “No
one sees what’s going on behind closed
doors,” the prince says. “We know the full
truth,” he adds in another clip. “When the
stakes are this high, doesn’t it make sense
to hear our story from us?” Meghan chips
in. The first three episodes of what the US
streaming giant vows will be “an unprece-
dented and in-depth documentary series”
will be available from 0800 GMT.

The final three parts are released on
December 15. “It’s seriously threatening...
the royal family,” commentator Richard
Fitzwilliams told AFP of the docuseries,
branding it “a form of revenge”. “It could be
explosive,” he said, adding: “It’s very diffi-

cult to know what the royal family can do
about it.” 

Diana 
The timing could barely have been

worse for William after Buckingham Palace
sacked one of his godmothers as a courtier
for using racially charged language to a
black British woman at a reception.

For some, the incident reinforced incen-
diary claims by Meghan, 41, a mixed-race
former television actor, that racism within
the royal household was one of the rea-
sons for leaving. The docuseries also
appears set to draw parallels between her
alleged treatment and that of Harry’s moth-
er Princess Diana, who died in a Paris car
crash in 1997 while trying to shake off
paparazzi photographers.

In the years before her death, Diana
had opened up about the torment she felt
after marrying into the hidebound British
monarchy. “I was terrified, I didn’t want his-
tory to repeat itself,” Harry says in one trail-
er, adding: “I had to do everything I could
to protect my family.” Meghan notes that
she “realised they (Buckingham Palace)
are never going to protect you”.

The docuseries airs three months
exactly since the death of Harry’s grand-
mother Queen Elizabeth II, and a month
before the long-awaited publication of his
memoirs, “Spare”. As well as the potential
for further reputational damage to the
monarchy, it is also likely to fuel fresh hos-
tilities with William.

The siblings, who were close after their
mother’s death, have grown increasingly
estranged over recent years. Although
both attended the queen’s state funeral in
September, relations were noticeably
frosty as they failed to even make eye
contact. — AFP

A woman poses as she watches an episode of the newly released Netflix docuseries “Harry and
Meghan” about Britain’s Prince Harry, Duke of Sussex, and Britain’s Meghan, Duchess of Sussex,
in London. — AFP

Kuwaiti fashion designer Montaha Al-Ajeel participates in the Third International Thai Silk
Fashion Show held in Bangkok. — KUNA photos

Prince Harry (C), Duke of Sussex, Meghan (L), Duchess of Sussex, and Kerry Kennedy arrive at
the 2022 Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights Ripple of Hope Award Gala at the Hilton Midtown in
New York. — AFP

In Netflix series, Harry slams 
press, family, over ‘feeding frenzy’

Kuwaiti designer 
participates in 
Int’l Royal Thai 
Silk Fashion Week
Kuwaiti fashion designer Montaha Al-

Ajeel participated in the Third
International Thai Silk Fashion Show

held in Bangkok with traditional pieces,
alongside designers from 60 countries,
including Italian designer Roccobarocco.
The show, which lasts from the 6th to the
10th of December, is part of the activities of
the annual celebration of costumes made
of Thai royal silk, in honor of the Thai
Queen Mother Sirikit and Thai Prime
Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha, with represen-
tatives of Kuwait Embassy attending.

Kuwait’s participation in the annual cele-
bration comes at an official invitation from
the Thai government, said the Embassy in a

statement received by KUNA, stressing
keenness to participate considering the
strong bilateral relations. In a speech on
behalf of the Prime Minister, Deputy Prime
Minister for Legal Affairs of Thailand
WissanuKrea-ngam welcomed all countries
participating in the annual celebration,
stressing his country’s endeavor to consoli-
date cooperation with all countries and boost
the support of Thai silk, describing it as “silk
diplomacy” Thai Mother Queen Sirikit provid-
ed designers with more than ten thousand
meters of natural silk, to compete in design-
ing traditional costumes that represent the
heritage and culture of all nations, with the
aim of strengthening the cultural aspect
between Thailand and the participating
countries. In this regard, a competition for
the best design was announced under the
supervision of an international jury and the
membership of international designers
Jimmy Choo and Roccobarocco, where the
winners will be announced at the end of the
Third International Royal Silk Fashion
Show. — KUNA

Celine Dion cancels 
shows due to ‘rare 
neurological disorder’

Celine Dion cancelled and postponed
a series of European shows on
Thursday over problems related to a

“very rare neurological disorder” that is
affecting her singing.

In a five-minute video posted on
Instagram in French and English, a clearly
emotional Dion said she had been suffering
from health problems “for a long time”.
“Recently I have been diagnosed with a
very rare neurological disorder called ‘stiff
person syndrome’ which affects something
like one in a million people,” the Canadian
diva said.

It has been causing spasms that “affect
every aspect of my daily life, sometimes
causing difficulties when I walk and not
allowing me to use my vocal chords to sing
the way I’m used to,” she said. “It hurts me
to tell you today this means I won’t be
ready to restart my tour in Europe in
February.”

She said she was supported by her chil-
dren and a team of doctors every day to
improve her condition, “but I have to admit I
struggle”. “All I know is singing, it’s what
I’ve done all my life and it’s what I love to
do the most,” she added.

The singer had mentioned the spasms
when she postponed the European tour
earlier this year. “I miss seeing all of you,
being on the stage, performing for you,”
she said, breaking into tears. Her spring
dates in Europe, which were due to begin
in Czech Republic in February, have been
postponed to 2024, while eight of her sum-
mer shows have been cancelled entirely.

The “Courage World Tour” began in
2019, and Dion had completed 52 shows
before the Covid-19 pandemic put the
remainder on hold. She later cancelled the
North American section of the tour due to
her health problems. —  AFP

Documentaries exploring sexuality and
fame via the life stories of supermod-
el Brooke Shields, singer Little

Richard and author Judy Blume are among
the lineup for next month’s Sundance film
festival unveiled Wednesday.

Co-founded by Robert Redford and
renowned for launching major independ-
ent, art house and documentary films, the
festival is set to return in-person to the
mountains of Utah from January 19, after
two previous editions were forced to take
place online due to COVID.

Stars including Anne Hathaway, Emilia
Clarke, Jason Momoa and Chiwetel Ejiofor
all have feature films in the lineup, while
Emilia Jones returns to the festival that first
played her best picture Oscar winner
“CODA,” with two new movies of her own.

On the documentary side, “Pretty Baby:
Brooke Shields” tells the story of the global
supermodel and actress who first achieved
fame aged 12, and reflects on the objectifi-
cation, sexualization and commodification
of women and young girls. “Judy Blume
Forever” charts how the US young adult
fiction author came under attack for sexual
content and offensive language in the
1980s, leading her to take a stand against
book banning and censorship.

Both films “reflect the trends that we’ve
seen in the last few years of biographically
driven work” which allows viewers “to
reopen history and to look at it from a dif-
ferent perspective,” said Sundance senior
programmer John Nein.

Similarly, “The Disappearance of Shere
Hite” tracks the pioneering feminist author
of “The Hite Report,” whose bestselling
1976 book on the female orgasm provoked
a sexual revolution, but who was forced to
vanish from the public eye afer drawing
vicious criticism. And documentary “Little
Richard: I Am Everything” tackles the Black
queer origins of rock ‘n’ roll via the late,
flamboyant singer, who renounced homo-
sexuality and became a born-again
Christian in later years.

The films each provide “a chance to
engage with history in a very different way”
via “the framework of a notable person
within the arts and culture field,” said Nein.
Another prominent and topical theme in the
lineup is films by and about Iranian women.

Documentary “Joonam,” and feature
films “The Persian Version” and “Shayda”
all explore the stories of women in Iran and
its diaspora communities, at a time when

the country has been rocked by protests
over its strict female dress code.

And Hollywood A-listers are expected to
return to the festival in force after two years
of virtual Q&As and Zoom interviews.
Former “Game of Thrones” star Clarke
appears alongside Ejiofor in “The Pod
Generation,” a near-future social satire in
which a company has invented a detach-
able womb, enabling couples to share their
pregnancy.

Hathaway and Thomasin McKenzie star
in “Eileen,” about a young secretary work-
ing at a prison who befriends a glamorous
counselor with a dark secret.

“Aquaman” star Momoa narrates a doc-
umentary about the deep ocean and a
mysterious organization planning to extract
metals from the seabed. And Jones stars
in dramas “Cat Person,” adapted from a
famous New Yorker short story, and
“Fairyland,” based on a best-selling mem-
oir about San Francisco’s AIDS crisis. The
2023 Sundance Film Festival runs
January 19-29. —  AFP

Sexuality, fame in focus as 
Sundance film festival returns 

Emilia Jones attends The 2022 Gotham Awards
at Cipriani Wall Street on November 28, 2022 in
New York City. — AFP
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Kuwaiti fashion designer Montaha Al-Ajeel.


